The Economics PhD program is an academically rigorous curriculum for students interested in pursuing advanced study and doing original research in economics. This program develops professional economists for a variety of careers in teaching, in government, in industry, or with international agencies in the United States and abroad.

A distinctive and important feature of our program is the willingness of faculty to involve graduate students in their research, providing an environment that nurtures scholarship and leads to collaborative research efforts culminating in joint papers written with faculty. Consequently, our students often graduate with completed research papers that are well advanced in the publication process. Below is a selection of recent publications by our recent PhD graduates from 2007 onwards, many of whom continue to produce scholarly work with our faculty (for a selective list of faculty publications since 2010, see here).

**Drew Creal**, Chicago (Booth), PhD ’07


**Harrison Fell** (North Carolina State), PhD ’07


Jun Ma (Alabama/Northeastern), PhD ’07


Ma, J. and Ding, L. “Portfolio Reallocation and Exchange Change Rate Dynamics,” *Journal of Banking and Finance*. August 2013


Kwok Ping (Byron) Tsang (Virginia Tech), PhD ’08


Saraswata Chaudhuri (UNC/McGill), PhD ’08


Chaudhuri, S., Richardson, T., Robins, and Zivot, E. “A new projection-type split-sample score test in linear


Chaudhuri, S. and Guilkey, D. “GMM with Multiple Missing Variables”, [Forthcoming in *Journal of Applied Econometrics*]

**Juyoung Cheong** (Queensland), PhD ’09


**Michael Hansen** (Brookings), PhD ’09


**Murat Koyuncu** (Bogazici), PhD ’09


**Edwin Wong** (NW Center/UW Health Services), PhD ’10


**Mark Anderson** (Montana St.), PhD ’11


**Troy Scott** (Lewis & Clark/RTI), PhD ’11

Joelle Abramowitz (Census Bureau), PhD '13


Sui Luo (Capital), PhD '13

Startz, D. and Luo, S., “Is it one break or ongoing permanent shocks that explains US real GDP”? *Journal of Monetary Economics* 66 · August 2014

Shamma Alam (Dickinson), PhD '14


Jaeho Kim (Oklahoma), PhD '14

Kim, J. and Kim, C. J. “Bayesian Inference of Regime-Switching ARMA Models with Absorbing States: Dynamics of Ex-Ante Real Interest Rate under Structural Breaks,” Forthcoming at *Journal of Business and Economic Statistics*

David Keunzel (Wesleyan), PhD '14


Alice Su (National Taipei), PhD '14


Daniel Brent (Louisiana St.), PhD '14


Ruixuan Liu (Emory), PhD ‘15


Kaihua Deng (Renmin), PhD '15


**Ming He** (University of Technology Sydney), PhD '16


**David Oxborrow** (KPMG), PhD '16


**Laine Rutledge** (current PhD student)


**Jennifer Meredith** (current PhD student)
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